
Zoom Vacations' Bryan Herb Welcomes you to
Vientiane, Laos

Greetings!

Welcome to this month's e-newsletter!  Thank you for reading, and for being part of the Zoom
family, opening minds and hearts through travel, while having an incredible time doing so.

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness," Mark Twain

 Photos from Zoom Laos 2018
While Laos isn't the most talked about destination in
the world, it is definitely one of the most worthwhile. 
Zoom Vacations travelers experienced firsthand the
incredible food, kind-hearted local people, gorgeous
nature, Buddhist philosophy, and incredible hospitality.

We fed elephants, swam under gorgeous pristine
waterfalls, learned how to make several local dishes,
gave alms to monks at sunrise, sipped champagne on
the Mekong at sunset, and so much more.  Add this
destination to your bucket list!

See the photos

 Travel Inspires Creativity
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Touring the gardens and new  museum in
Marrakech

Toby on Halong Bay

A few days ago, towards the end of our tour in
Morocco, our group got to visit the new Yves Saint
Laurent museum and Majorelle Garden in Marrakech. 

Strolling through the beautiful museum, full of
memorabilia, photographs, and most importantly, his
iconic designs, one quickly sees how much his time in
Morocco affected his designs, which naturally had
great outreach and influence throughout the rest of the
world. 

For our group, it was a definite reminder that travel is a
powerful cog in the wheel of creativity. 

As American motivational author, Louise Lynn Hay
said, "People who have a limited life have a very
limited understanding. They see things in black and
white, yes or no, and they are usually motivated by fear
or guilt.  Allow your understanding to grow, and you will
have a larger, more compassionate view of life.

Yves Saint Laurent's designs were inventive, imaginative, and beautiful, and his lasting legacy
is a reminder of what it means to live a limitless life, honoring your personal truth and your
fullest expression.

 Featured Traveler: Toby from NYC
Toby has got to be one of the most pleasant, easy-
going, delightful travelers who has ever taken our
tours, so when he booked Zoom's tour to Vietnam and
Cambodia, we were probably looking forward to it as
much as he was!  Read on as Toby shares his
experience with Zoom in Southeast Asia.

Zoom: What made you decide to take this particular
trip with Zoom Vacations?

Toby: My passion is exploring the world and
experiencing different cultures. When I want a
culturally immersive vacation with a diverse group of
fun and like minded travel junkies, Zoom Vacations is
my go-to company. Vietnam was on my bucket list,
and this trip offered a nice balance of historical and
cultural exploration mixed with the opportunity for a few
pool and spa days.

Zoom: It's been a few years since you have traveled with Zoom. Did you notice any changes?

Toby: The biggest difference I noticed in this trip from my previous Zoom Vacations trips was
there were even more opportunities to meet and learn about the local people, like taking
Vietnamese cooking classes, and going on a walking tour with a guide through a village and
interacting with local residents.

Zoom:  What was your favorite moment from the trip?



A courtyard in a monastery in Lima, Peru

Joel enjoying the aqua w aters and sugary sand
of the Maldives

Toby: There were so many amazing moments but I would have to say the "surprise" Vespa
rides through the city of Saigon was the pinnacle.  It was unexpected and thrilling to watch
Saigon transition from dusk to dark on the back of a motor bike whizzing through the streets
along with other motor bikes, past street vendors and local sites.

Read the entire interview

  A Year of Contemplation
By Bryan Herb

This month's contemplation from a year of monthly thoughts
originating from a six week trip to India, Egypt, Kenya, Rwanda,
and Tanzania on three Zoom Vacations tours. 

Month Eight:  Christianity, Judaism, and Islam have
much more in common than their perceived
differences.

In fact, they share pretty much the same story through
Abraham. That is a lot of shared history and belief. Of
these Abrahamic religions, Judaism was founded in
the 7th century BCE, Christianity in the 1st century
CE, and Islam in the 7th century CE.

They have shared ideologies, practices, and general
tenants on how to treat people.  in addition, here are 5
big similarities:

1.  They are all monotheistic 
2.  They all worship the God of Abraham
3.  They believe that God is the creator of the universe 
4.  All three originated in Southwest Asia
5.  All desire/require space for prayer and worship
Interestingly, they have shared positives and negatives. The negatives always involve power
and control. The positives are about love.

 Zooming with Joel
Me, Myself, and the Maldives

"If you don't love yourself, how the hell you gonna love
someone else"

Many of us have heard this RuPaul quote encouraging
her "ladies" to take care of themselves. But how many
of us follow that advice? I did! I just spent a few days
on Zoom Maldives taking RuPaul's advice with a half a
dozen Zoomers anxious to experience its riches.
Ironically all were single, which goes against the
misconception that the Maldives is only for

honeymooning couples. On our resort, W Maldives, there were even two adorable Italian
grannies who love the W vibe.
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 CHECK OUT OUR TRIP TO PERU

Another misconception is that there is little to do but float around Tiffany colored waters.
Actually, there was so much to do I was only able to accomplish a fraction of what there was
on offer during my four day stay. 

My Zoom Maldives experience was about feeding my soul, and I took every opportunity to really
appreciate what nature was delivering with a little help from W Maldives. The shear beauty of
the island country seems unreal. The vibrantly colored sunsets, coral reef teeming with
aquatic life - turtles, reef sharks, too many tropical fish to mention individually by name - a
spacious overwater bungalow, spending time with my Zoomers over dinner, watching birds of
all types and the many services offered at the resort I enjoyed a lot. I took every opportunity to
remind myself about the beauty surrounding me. I was loving myself.

Read on

 Destination & Travel Trivia Fact of the Month: Peru
There are 10 million alpacas in the world, and three-quarters of them live in Peru.

 Thank you for being part of our family

At Zoom Vacations, we know that your time is valuable, and we thank you for sharing your time
to hear from us.  If you ever have a travel question or topic you would like to hear more about,
please let us know!

Sincerely,

Your friends at Zoom Vacations
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